
Dell Diagnostics Error Code 0142
one of hardware found fault with error code 2000 0142 and validation 51080. i hope HDD is in
bad condition Dell error code 2000 0142 means Hard Drive failure. If not, you can boot the
computer and press F12 and do the Diagnostics. Dell error code 0142 (2000-0142) hard drive
faulty I ran diagnostics on my computer after it froze.

Hard Drive fails with an error during Dell Diagnostics,
Error Codes and Meanings, ePSA 2000-0142, Hard Drive
(d) - S/N (s), self test unsuccessful. Status = (x).
Get free help, tips & support from top experts on error code 0142 related issues. Press f12
during the dell logo on startup and choose "diagnostics". so I tried dell diagnostics test and I
found that my HDD is not working properly. I have Error Code: 2000-0142 , VALIDATION :
129619. and my service tag. Error Code 2000-0142. Validation The given error code and
message can be used by Dell Technical Support to help diagnose the problem. If it agrees with
the Dell diagnostics, then you can be sure the HDD needs replacement. m. 0.
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_del datetime Error code 0146 and 0142 status 79 also i get Status – i
need help i have a dell inspiron 1564 i just brought it about 5 months ago
brand. Dell Inspiron 1545 with a Samsung HM500JI HDD. The
computer failed to boot giving me error code 0142 MSG: error code
2000-0142 Self test unsuccessful.

Ok it starts up and the compaq screen comes up fine, then windows is
loading files then it says some. Dell Error Code 0142 Status 78 is usually
caused by a corrupted registry entry. I spent hours looking for a solution
to this error and finally I found one. Now my. Dell Inspiron 1545 ::
Windows 7 Laptop Shows Error Code 0142. Nov 12, 2014 Dell Inspiron
3540 :: Diagnostics EPSA Test / Error Code 2000-0142. Dec 20.
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laptop with windows 8 OS. The error code
2000-0142 resulting from running the Dell
Diagnostics tests indicates.
Hard Drive Failed during diagnostic. Error Code 2000-0142 … – dell
provides the worst component in hardware i have hard disk which failed
in first 6 months. My first pass gave me a 0142 error code which
signifies a failing hard drive. The diagnostics have an express for more
on Dell computer's diagnostic tools. Search. FixIt » List » Bodymedia
App Server Error. « Access Error Pandora Yamaha · Dell Diagnostics
Error Code 0142 ». Error Code 1000-0146: Start “DST Short test”:
failed :: dell. As of today, I'm When I run diagnostics I get the error
mentioned in the title.Ã‚Â I've tried Error code 2000-0142 :: dell · Ran
Diagnostics on 1150_ "Start DST Short Test" Failed? I will never be
purchasing an Alienware laptop or Dell laptop ever again as long as I I
chose the Diagnostics boot option (this booted into the ePSA Pre-boot
Error Code: 2000-0142 Please record the above Error and Validation
codes Dell Inspiron 7720. Ran Diagnostics again, and saw that it was
skipping over HardDrive. Ran Harddrive diagnostics specifically,
andError Code 2000-0142

08/06/14--15:58: Error Code 0142 and 0146, HDD failure? the computer
was formatted last week, the person ran the same diagnostic tests on
Dell's website.

Computer: Dell XPS 8300 with Win 7 Home Premium 64-bit At some
point I ran the Dell diagnostics and it returned error code 2000-0142,
which claims.

The given error code and message can be used by Dell Technical support
to help ran the diagnostics again at boot up, but as I expected the Error
Code 0142.



Tutorial: How To Run The Dell Diagnostics Utility & Error Code List
1000-0141, 2000-0141, 1000-0142, 2000-0142, 1000-0143, 2000-0143,
1000-0144.

If the Error Error Code Error Message Link to Possible Fix PSA 1000-
0111 PSA+ 2000-0111 (Name of Exception) exception If you receive an
error during PSA Diagnostics, look below for the associating error code.
PSA+ 2000-0142. I ran a diagnostic check and got Error Code
0F00:1344 Msg. Block 2270781. dell error code 0142, Dell is a direct
partner to businesses and consumers. Diagnostics, Dell, PSA, EPSA,
epsa, ePSA, 32 Bit, error code, code, Hard drive. PSA 1000-0142 OR
PSA+ 2000-0142. Drive Self Test failed. Status byte = XXh. NB Dell,
error code 2000-0151 validation 101206, harddisk incorect status. Just
for NB dell, another way to run diagnostics : -press & hold Fn then press
power button Dell Error code 2000-0142 validation103761 its means
hardisk error.

I ran a diagnostics ePSA test on my Dell Inspiron 3540. It gave me the
error detailed as: Error Code: 2000-0142. Validation: 79886. Message:
HD 0 s/n - xxxxxx. hi everyone dell 1545 inspiron, 3-4yrs old, sata
250gb hd, windows 7 home According to the Dell error code list, the
0142 is "Drive Self Test Failed" and the 0146 Hi, My dell Laptop after
diagnostics has showed following error -Error code. ePSA shows a 2000-
0142 error/HDD failed both times I ran it. Windows Defender scans will
trigger BSOD. Dell online Diagnostics tool will trigger BSOD Yeah, the
2000-0142 is an error code that it failed to run a test on the hard drive,.
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Under the Error-Checking section of the window, click the Check Now button. If you have User
error code 0142. Msg: Error Code 2000-0142 again with no luck. I'm going to try a Dell online
hard drive diagnostic if I can make it work. 0.
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